
 

  Optimizing processes so that they are geared to your corporate goals and bring about noticeable improvements    
   with regard to quality and adhering to deadlines and budgets.

  Putting corporate goals and employees in the forefront; generating pragmatic and lean business values instead 
   of implementing excessive red-tape and compliance requirements.

  Solving problems instead of creating them and achieving benchmarks for competition.

AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® V3.0
Process Improvement with Automotive SPICE® and Method Park

Date          Time (Berlin)

02/17/16 10:00 am

WEBINAR AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® V3.0

AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® APP 
Would you like Automotive SPICE® to always be accessible to you?

Method Park's new app makes sure that the entire 
contents of Automotive SPICE® is there for you at all times. 

This free app is immediately available for iOS-supported 
systems (iPhone, iPad, or iPod) as well as for Android-based 
handheld devices in iTunes or the Google Playstore, respectively.
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Erlangen (Germany)             English Bernhard Sechser

Location                               Language                      Speaker

This course informs you about the changes of the new Automotive SPICE® 3.0 release. You get not only an 
overview over all changes in form and content, e.g. the division of the engineering processes and the new 
approach for traceability and consistency, but also about the backgrounds and goals of the new version.

https://www.methodpark.com/workshop-auto-spice.html



Method Park 

Wetterkreuz 19a 

91058 Erlangen

Phone +49 9131 97206 0

info@methodpark.com

www.methodpark.com

Date Time City Speaker

10/06/15 06:00 pm Hopfenstraße 6, 80335 Munich Bernhard Sechser

10/13/15 06:00 pm Wildunger Straße 2, 70372 Stuttgart Bernhard Sechser

10/20/15 06:00 pm Wetterkreuz 19a, 91058 Erlangen Bernhard Sechser

TALK IN THE PARK - AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® V3.0

Courses AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® 
  intacs™ Certified ISO/IEC 15504 Provisional Assessor (Automotive SPICE®) 
  intacs™ Certified ISO/IEC 15504 Competent Assessor (Automotive SPICE®)
 Automotive SPICE® - HIS-Processes V2.5 and V3.0
 Automotive SPICE® und Safety - for Users
 Automotive SPICE® und Safety - Joint Approach

AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® BOOKLET V3.0

request@methodpark.com

More Information online: https://www.methodpark.com/talk-in-the-park.html
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You can also find all of the information online at: https://www.methodpark.com/maturity-models.html

Is Automotive SPICE® your topic? Are you looking for a guidebook that can concisely lead you through the significant processes 
and most important components of this assessment model? Then you should order Method Park's Pocket Guide to Automotive 
SPICE®.


